
>2000 genes and mutations 
associated with 

natural phenotypic changes
in animals and plants

www.gephebase.org

Includes Natural, Domesticated and Experimental Variation 
but NO LAB MUTANTS and NO CLINICAL TRAITS



  

● What is Gephebase?

● Main findings so far using Gephebase

● Your work with Gephebase



  

a Genetic VARIATION causing 
a Phenotypic VARIATION

Orgogozo, Morizot & Martin Frontiers Genet. 2015 
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The shiny
“large effect” loci we can 
document experimentally

Low-hanging but juicy
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- as a powerful bibliographic tool

- as a place to formulate hypotheses

- as a list of potential targets for breeders interested in 
transferring traits of interest to new species

- as an extensive compilation for broad meta-analyses on 
the genetic loci of evolution

- as a resource for epistemologists interested in biases 
and sociological aspects in the field of genetic evolution

Gephebase can be used in various ways 



  

● What is Gephebase?

● Main findings so far using Gephebase

● Your work with Gephebase



  

2008: survey of ~300 articles

Stern and Orgogozo 2008 Evolution

More known cases of coding 
than cis-regulatory mutations



  Courtier-Orgogozo et al NAR 2019



  Arnoult 2014 
Biologie aujourd'hui

survey of 1000 articles

Bias towards certain species



  

327 species in total

The other species 
represent 752 entries

Courtier-Orgogozo et al NAR 
2019



  

261 traits in total

The other traits 
represent 517 entries

Bias towards 
certain traits

Courtier-Orgogozo et al NAR 
2019



  Stern and Orgogozo 2008 Evolution
Stern and Orgogozo 2009 Science

2008: survey of ~300 articles

Short-term and long-term evolution 
involve different types of mutations



  



  

All 1281 coding mutations Courtier-Orgogozo et al NAR 2019



  

Hotspot genes: evolution repeats itself

Orgogozo et al 2015 Frontiers Genetics

Also in:
Humans
Horses
Quails
Chickens
Mice
Pigeons

4

4



  

Repeated evolution 
via the same amino acid change

garter snake 

Tetrodotoxin

toxic newt pufferfish (fugu)

X

X
Nav1.4 sodium channel
E945D

Nav1.4 
E945D

toxic plancton

Saxitoxin

X
Nav1.4 
E945D

clam

Bricelj 2005
Geffeney 2005

Venkatesh 2005



  

9 independent deletions 
in the cis-regulatory region of Pitx1



  

Repeated evolution via ancestral polymorphisms

Armor plate
(Colosimo 2005
Jones 2012)

Incomplete lineage sorting
Standing genetic variation

16-kb region around Eda shared by all freshwater fishes



  



  

Accumulation of evolutionary-relevant 
mutations at the same locus 

 6 mutations in svb

2-4 mutations in nvd

3 deletions in desatF

(Lang et al. 2012 Science) 

(Shirangi et al., 2009 PloS Biol) 

(McGregor, Orgogozo et al. 2007 Nature)

3 mutations in tan

(Jeong et al., 2008 Cell) 

5 mutations in ebony

(Rebeiz et al., 2009 Cell) 

+
-
+



  

Intralineage hotspot



  
Martin and Orgogozo,2013

Hotspot genes: preferred targets of evolution



  

Repeats in..

.. the genes responsible for natural evolution

.. the genes responsible for experimental evolution

Ex : hemoglobin in dogs and humans in Tibet
(Wang et al 2014 GBE)

Ex : sulfate transporter SUL1 in yeasts in low sulfate
(Gresham et al 2008 PloS Genetics)

Orgogozo 2014 Interface Focus



  

Why is the set of genetic paths 
limited?



  

There are specialized genes in a genome

Steroid hormone biosynthesis

a specialized tissue
specialized enzymes

2-4 mutations in nvd

Color vision

Specialized genes are usually genes that interact 
with external parameters

a specialized tissue
specialized molecules

Hypoxia resistance

a specialized tissue
specialized molecules

mutations in opsin 
genes

mutations in 
haemoglobin genes

McCracken 
2009



  

genes with specialized 
functions 

But what about phenotypes 
involving multifunctional 
genes? 

Why is the set of genetic paths 
limited?



  

Evolution appears to use 
a restricted set of all possible paths

Changes in trichome 
pattern

EVOLUTION 

MUTAGENESIS

A single 
gene

~100 genes

(Nüsslein-Volhard et Weischaus)

(Stern et Orgogozo, 2008 Evolution – Stern et Orgogozo, 2009 Science)



  

Specialized loci 
within multifunctional genes

Pax-6/eyeless

Carroll 2008



  

Pax-6/eyeless

Carroll 2008

Modularity of cis-regulatory elements 
is reflected in modularity of body parts 

Specialized loci 
within multifunctional genes



  

genes with specialized 
functions 

multifunctional genes with specialized 
regions
mutational bias

Why is the set of genetic paths 
limited?



  

9 deletions in the cis-regulatory region of Pitx1 
due to region sensitive to chromosome breaks



  

genes with specialized 
functions 

multifunctional genes with specialized 
regions
mutational bias

Why is the set of genetic paths 
limited?



  

Classical Darwinian Evolution

Variation

Transmission 
to the next generation

Reproduction
Variability

between individuals
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      Genetic Drift

Mutations in DNA
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UNPREDICTABLE

UNPREDICTABLE



  

Mutations in DNA
Chromosome segregation during meiosis

Assortative mating
Gamete competition during fecondation

Life history traits
Genetic linkage

Environmental changes (meteorite, etc.)
...

Predictable Evolution
at the genetic level

VKORC1

Many unpredictable processes 
at a low level

?



  

From random processes can emerge 
predictability

Predictable 
at a higher level

Many unpredictable processes 
at a low level

Estimated waiting time for Louvre museum

weak medium high

Trajectory of single individuals

Mon  Tue Wed Thu  Fri   Sat  Sun
9:00-9:30
9:30-16:00

16:00-18:00



  

The number of possible paths for evolution 
is smaller than previously thought



  

What are all the possible 
evolutionary paths? 

How?

Why? (1)  rather than nothing

Why? (2)  rather than another change

evolution

Test all possible paths:

Examine all possible mutations in a protein sequence, 
in a cis-regulatory sequence, etc.



  

Mostly deleterious and neutral mutations

Vesicular Stomatitis Virus Saccharomyces cerevisiae
diploids

Eyre-Walker and Keightley NRG 2007



  

Evolution:
unconstrained and unpredictable?

1977

[past and present organisms are] 
a subset of workable, but basically 
fortuitous, survivals among a much 
larger set that could have functioned 
just as well, but either never arose, 
or lost their opportunities, by 
historical happenstance.

Stephen Jay Gould, 2002



  

Would life evolve again,
would it produce similar living beings?

How?

Why? (1)  rather than nothing

Why? (2)  rather than another change

evolution



  



  

Diverse conclusions 
from Gephebase

More known cases of coding than cis-regulatory mutations

Bias towards certain species

Bias towards certain traits

Long-term versus short-term evolution: fewer null 
mutations, more cis-regulatory mutations

Hotspot genes 
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